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About GTAThe Google Teacher Academy (GTA) is a free professional development experience designed to help elementary and secondary educators from around the world get the most from advanced technologies. Each GTA is an in-depth, two-day event in which participants get a real-world experience with Google tools, learn about
innovative teaching strategies, get resources to share with colleagues, and immerse themselves in a community of supportive educators who make an impact. Application requirements All applications must be submitted using our online form and we will only review applications submitted ahead of time. The app includes short answer
questions and a video. Please check this website again for links and application deadlines. You can also follow #googlect on social channels. To better express your Google knowledge and experience, please consider becoming a Google Educator before signing up. Approximately 50 creative educators from around the world are selected
to attend each GTA based on the performance of their online application. Applicants include classroom teachers, curriculum professionals, technology advocates, mailers, administrators, professional faculty and other education professionals who actively serve teachers and elementary and secondary students around the world. Students
are selected based on professional experience, passion for teaching and learning, and successful use of technology in schools. We are particularly interested in educators who actively provide mentoring or training to other teachers. GTA is designed to create a strong community of professional educators who support each other
throughout the year. Participants must provide their own trip, and if necessary, their own accommodation. GoogleSeducators certified teachers attending Google's Teachers Academy become Certified Teachers (GCTs). GCTs are: Excellent educators with a passion for using innovative technologies and approaches to improve teaching
and learning. Creative leaders understand opportunities and challenges, and have a desire to help empower others in their local communities and beyond. Ambassador for high-expectation model change, lifelong learning, collaboration, fairness, and innovation. After GTA, GCTs are expected to positively impact change in their
communities through a personal action plan. Other expectations will be announced. In addition to two days of free training, GCTs have access to a private online community, the opportunity to work closely with Google, a special GCT badge, and more. This website was created to support Google's Teachers Academy (GTA). Anyone can
view the site and shared resources here. Only Google Certified Teachers (GCT) are free to edit and add to the site. Google-certified teachers, please follow the Guidelines when you Site. Question? Comments? Idea? Email the GTA Team: cue@googleteacheracademy.org Tonight, I had a third person in a week ask me about how to
become a Google Certified Teacher. So I think I'm going to revive a few things that I've shared in the past about how to become a Certified Google teacher. You can read the official Google documentation on GCT status here. The first thing you should know about becoming a Google Certified Teacher is that you must attend google's
Teachers Academy. Google Teacher Academy or GTAs are events that are not held on a regular, published schedule. GTAs are part of Google Employees' 20% time (time spent with employees for projects of particular interest to them may not be part of their regular work responsibilities). Follow this page to find out when the next GTA
will be held. Participation in the GTA is only by application. Usually there are hundreds of applicants (over 400 apply for the one I went to) and only 50 are accepted. To apply, you must create an original one-minute video of a topic specified on the app for that GTA. Each GTA is looking for something slightly different in the video, so read
the app documentation carefully. If you are worried about making a video, please read on... Re-edition from January 2010: Before applying for my own GTA in Washington, D.C. I had my own apprehensience about creating and sending videos. I don't consider myself a terribly creative person when it comes to multimedia presentations. I
have the technical know-how to create multimedia presentations, but I don't think there is creativity to create dynamic videos like those created by multimedia geniuses like Marco Torres. Well, I've posted videos of myself on this blog before, but I tend to think I'm too camera. No-the-less, on the last day that the application was accepted
for GTA in DC, I rushed forward and made a short video that included me talking on camera. I know that I can't compete in a video making competition, but I'm confident that the writing content and the overall body of work will compensate for a lack of light video. It indicates that I was right. Reflecting on the GTA application process, this is
my advice to those who want to apply but are apprehensive about the application process. 1. Video is only part of the app. The GTA application process is not a film production contest. If you're not great at producing videos, just remember that it's the message of the video that's more important than animation and fancy forwarding. Make
sure your video accurately describes what you think. Watch my video and you'll see that I lack the preferred conversion process, but I make sure the audience has received my message. 2. The app is designed to get a sense of your overall body working in educational technology Focus on your strengths in the app. If you have a large
following on your blog, on Twitter, or you work with 3,000 teachers each year, make sure that's clear. 3. Watch other app videos for ideas. You can see my here, this is Kevin Jarrett's, and this is Tara Seale's. You'll see three different approaches in these videos, but all three of us are accepted into GTA. With so many edtech professional
development opportunities available to creative educators, it's hard to tell which one is right for you, what qualifications are needed and how to apply. Google Teacher Academy Vs Apple Distinguished Educator Program Infographic compares two of the most competitive and prestigious programs for teachers who are passionate about
using technology in the classroom: Google Teachers Academy and Apple's Education Excellence Program. What is Google's Teachers Academy? Google Teachers Academy (GTA) is a free professional development experience designed to help elementary and secondary educators from around the world get the most from advanced
technologies. Each GTA is a two-day, in-depth event in which participants get a real-world experience with Google tools, learn about innovative teaching strategies, get resources to share with colleagues, and immerse themselves in a community of supportive educators who make an impact. - Google Teachers Academy website What do
you learn? Educators will get experience with Google tools, learn about innovative teaching strategies, get resources to share with colleagues, and immerse themselves in a community of supportive educators that make an impact. Once you have completed your training, you become a Google Certified Teacher (GCT) and join an online
network of other GCT's to collaborate and share ideas. How do you apply? Teachers apply to be considered for participation in the Google Teaching Academy. The app includes a questionno table, short answer questions, and a video. Students are selected based on professional experience, passion for teaching and learning, and
successful use of technology in schools. Only about 50 creative educators worldwide are selected to attend each academy. Who can apply? Applicants range from curriculum experts, classroom teachers, technology advocates, professional faculty, to mailers and administrators who use Google's educational tools to promote learning. My
biggest takeaway wasn't a new tool or trick, although we learned great ones, but it was a reminder of what's possible with shared energy – that creative spark we hope to capture and regenerate for our students. - Gretel Patch, Google Certified Teacher, 2013, Google Teacher Academy Website. What is apple army's excellent education
program? Apple's Excellent Educators (ADEs) are part of the of recognized education leaders to do great things with Apple technology in and out of the classroom. They discover new ideas, find new paths and seize new opportunities. That includes working together - and with Apple - to bring the latest, most innovative ideas to students



everywhere. -Apple Distinguished Teacher Website What do you learn? Educators gather annually at Apple's outstanding educational institutions around the world to collaborate on solutions to global educational challenges. Educators advise Apple, its policy makers and their fellow ADE on how they integrate Apple's technology into the
learning environment. ADE has the opportunity to author original content about their work and advocate the use of Apple products to help engage students in new ways. They became Apple Innovation Ambassadors, and participated and presented at educational events around the world. How do you apply? Educators from countries
participating in Apple's Education excellence program can sign up to be notified when the application period begins in their country. Applicants are then asked to complete an online application and submit a two-minute video. There are currently about 2,000 ADE worldwide and the selection process is highly competitive. Who can apply?
Any educator who is passionate about teaching creativity and integrating Apple's technology into their learning environment meaningfully engages students, influences other educators, and helps transform teaching and learning. As Director of Assisted Technology, Mark works with educators at the Anne Carlsen Center in North Dakota to
find the right tools to help all students access the curriculum. Mark uses Apple technology to open up a world of opportunities for students with diverse learning needs and is seeing incredible benefits for students on the Autism Spectrum. - Mark Coppin, Class of 2009, Apple Teacher Of Excellence Website
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